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NOT F S

A NOTE ON lll' ASYMPTOTIC CRAMER RAO BOUND
IN NONLINFAR SIM LJI.TANEO(JS EQUATION SYSTEMS*

Bi .1 I:ANJA(Qt}:S E.AFI'ONT

I. INTRODUCTION

The stud of efficient estimation of nonlinear
simultaneous equation

systems with additive disturbances requires a good understanding of the
complexity of the asymptotic Cramer-Rao bound. The purpose of this
note is to provide a clear exposition of the derivation of this bound

which
corrects an error contained in Jorgenson and Laftont [1974] and to corn-
merit on its structure. This discussion leads to a Suggestion of

research
strategy for finding efficient estimators. Finally, an example of use of this
hound is given in relation to a limited information maximum likelihood
estimator proposed by Ameriiiya (1975).

2. Titi MOi)Ii.

We consider the following system of simultaneous equations:

I ) J ( ti 1,....p ............A ) = a = I.....P
1=1.....T

where

k = I ........are exogenous variables
r',,}, p = 1 1' are endogenous variables

kJ is a R-vector of parameters.

Let

0' = (6 = fP)

We consider only the case where there is no constraint across equa-

tions. even though the most general case can he dealt with along similar
lines.

Thc author ouid like to thank I). Jorgenson for ins encouragement.
In the loIIosIltg. the /,,( . tuncin.ns arc assumed to he differeriliahie up to the Ic-

quirci orders: c niced up iii third rkrns ,Ities rh respect to some variahies.
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The random vectors u, = u11,... up, are ndepen(lcr1tJ den.
Eu, = 0

tical! distributed normal variates such that i:l,u = !, Vt of lull r-
Finally, we assume thu the Jacobian of the s stem is 11t'ver

I)
Let cc = vec and let r = If L is the ljkcIihoci ltiflCt ofLH

the system, the asymptotic Cran er-Rao hound R,, is by delinitior,
(see

Rothenherg (1974)) such that:

R = Jim I
'2 Log I.

I I' ()7/d7

mans, Rubin, Leipnik (1950) that:
If we arc only interested in the parameters l, e knov, trom K oop.

R' = Jim F -
2 Log L'

I - 7 ('f(,1,l)'

where I. is the concentrated (in II) likelihood function.

3. THr As\Ip1oTjU CRAMER RAO BOUND \IT}T AN
UNRtsTRIcriu l MATRIX

The logarithm of the likelihood function is:

(2) I.og L log2r + Iog(det1) ± log det 8,

- J;IPf

where

L= f( i,. t'p,. V1........ ii,) i = I .....p
Let us denote

B,,,, = (f/i',,), and B, the matrix of such derivatives.2

Then,

ilL =
i]B,r,

e adopt the lolloss ing convention -t he ditkrcyltj,,tj,,,l of , niiiiicrjeaf funaion nith
respect 10 a Co!ur,1 n ( rim vector is a col umii ( rosi ) vector

use the IOlIOsifl rsuIt If -i a,,] is a oihii1pLIar iii,ttn\ itiit, i'l\C[SC 1-' =]a'Ji, then on di i = a11
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Let us denote

Let

and

Let

After concentrating the Iogdrithm of the likelihood and alter a nurn
ber of rnanipulatons, we linally obtain:

(3)

-,= 1' I i

ji, iii (J1): iA'

R9i = ( 1 (' f (' -1- 1- ('4

= I' hni nçi'' ±2 /
I I $ (1O

J(( -

1iii 'ii; Jiii (.2'"II.Z 'ii;. iiIiii

PIjj 'ii; [I,, iii,

11.11
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('I p!'1,.1,1

pI' ,lim L

(vector)
(A - I

"A = 1/A J'Aj

'A [(A '' 1i'A I it h h1,( = il,j

/ I .....j j (P x F) matrix t)IOI1CS

= P im _!_ ':'L"
I ,

P ,li
.1 I p
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is replaced by:

- g(x, g,..,XA,, O) =

0

r
0 +

'P1 JiJ

(l.....p
1=! .....1

Then 9J,/OO is non random, as well as ii/,/ ill'.: thereforeif all the derivatives are bounded in the sample space, e have by the L1\1of large numbers:

PIiniIj;1' 0 so that C = 0

and

Plim-f,±.. = 0 so that C; = 0

Moreover,

- (1 n,1 =0 fora,p= I P

by definition of a reduced form. Therefore (' = ( = 0. R' reduces tothe matrix C2.

The matrix is known.
Then we differentiate directl (2) with respect to 0. \\e hotainR =';+('l + (4

The mode! is linear in paranleters only.
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4. Soii SPECIAl. (',si;'s
(a). The model (I) is written in a reduced form. This the cas con.sidered by Malinvaud (1970)

Ja( i t.IPt' -xli A,i. (i, ) = (k1 P
1 = ,,, 7



so that

Then, since

j13/..------=0. -', (1,J1 = p

(' = (4 = 0

449

= (' + ( + (3
Moreover ('2 does not depend on 0.

(d). The model is linear in variables only.
No formal simplification obtains in this case even though C3 and c4depend only on parameters. However, in this case, if there no constraint

on . it is easy to obtain a reduced form and to he back in case (a).
The general form of the inverse of the asvnlptotic CramerRao boundcan be decomposed into five parts

R = C1 + C1 + (' ± (' + C4
lfthcre were no endogenous variables on the right of System (I), R;'

uould reduce tO (. ( + ( f (' represents the modification due to
the existence of endogenous variables on the right when 1 is known; this
expression simplifies to ('3 when the model is linear in parameters only.
Finally C1 represents the additional change due to the necessity of esti-
mating !. It is not difficult to specialize the results to the linear case
considered by Rothenbcrg and I.eenders. When there is no constraint on
ci, it is possible in the linear case to obtain the asymptotic Cramer-Rao
bound, from the bound if there were no endogenous variables on the right,
by simply replacing the endogenous variables by the systematic part of the
reduced form associated with them. In the non linear case, this step is
much more complex. A good deal of the difficulty (C3, C4) stems from the
complexity of the Jacobian of the transforniation from ii to y.

This result suggests two points. First, even though it is easy to obtain
asymptotically efficient estimators when the non linear system is in re-
duced form (see Malinvaud (1970)). the efficient estimation of non linear
"truly" simultaneous s stems appears as a substantial additional step.
Second. the complexity of the asymptotic Cramer-Rao bound suggests
that it will be extremely difficult to prove that we have an asymptotically
efficient estimator by showing that its asymptotic matrix of variances and
covariances coincides with R, the implied research strategy is to prove
directly that the proposed estimator solves the same equations as the
full information maximum likelihood estimator.
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In our notations

PIim - V1 PlirnT

5. AN APPII('A lION

Aniemiva (1975) considers the following model that we Siflipli( to ato equation model
r

Vit Jr(i2,,11) t l's

=

i.e., model (I) where the only non linear eq nation is the first equation andwhere the other part of the system is in reduced Form.
He then suggests a non linear limited information maxjmtini likIi.hood estimator of 0, for which he derives the asymptotic matrix of

variances and covariances

= P Jim !l"G - + " -- lil )117 - I

where

II] 0/= - Fl - fr i) J -00 oil'

of OfII = X(X'Xy'x -
(90 00

Simple manipulations show that in this case oui general formula (3)
reduces to:

LIlcr1H
+ H1EH + +

!l 21F21

Therefore,

R8 =

+ HIEH + ci.'1F,, -
21

L

I Of Of
T 00 OIl'

PIim (I
0(1 J\7/ :r

IIFII -

4 0

00')

l

22p
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of

Nb reo ye r,

= (ii" -- ') P iirii (± r_'

\T (JO

((i'' -- ) I' ltni _L i-i

Therefore, we have:

R0' = V) + 111E1!; ±

F + represents the loss of efficiency due to the Use ol a
limited information estimator. We know that nothing is gained from a
full information estimator if u and jj independent Indeed, it is easy
to see that in this case if/iI0 is independent of ii so that 11, = = 0:
since, in addition, 22 = 0 we have

HIEH = 0 and 2"G0 0

Then: V1, = Re

Rtl:tRlN(.I:s
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